With the rapid development of network technology, especially in the internet area, distributed computation and parallel processing of data are urgently needed. This paper studies the combination operation of the lattice-valued concept lattices to realize its distributed computation and parallel processing. The proposal of its corresponding combination algorithm is mainly according to the conjunction properties of incomparable attribute values. Firstly, we define a homotypic lattice-valued concept lattice and a combined concept lattice; secondly, we analyze some relations between the lattice-valued formal concepts under two conditions and prove the isomorphism of the combination theory; finally, we present the combination algorithm of multiple lattice-valued concept lattices and analyze the algorithm complexity and employ an example to show the application of this combination algorithm.
Introduction
Formal concept analysis (FCA) was proposed by Wille in 1982 , and its ideological core is to construct the binary relation between objects and attributes based on the bivalent logic [1] [2] [3] . The basic setting is well-suited for attributes which are crisp, i.e., each object of the domain of applicability of the attribute either has (1) or does not have (0) the attribute. However，in most cases, many attributes are fuzzy rather than crisp. That is to say, it is a matter of degree to which an object has a fuzzy attribute.
For instance, when asking whether a man with a height of 182 cm is tall, one probably gets an answer like "not absolutely tall but almost tall". If according to the fuzzy logic, we can say that a man with a height of 182 cm is tall to a degree, say, 0.8. So, the entries of a table describing objects and attributes become degrees from [0, 1] . As a conceptual clustering method, concept lattices and fuzzy concept lattices have been applied in many fields, e.g., conceptual clustering method [4, 5] , information retrieval and knowledge discovery [6] .
However, there is another way to characterize such fuzzy information. The way is based on the lattice implication algebra considering the modifiers "almost, rather, very, absolutely, etc." as its elements. A favorite choice of L is the set of modifiers instead of values from [0, 1] . Doing so, the entries of a table describing objects and attributes become the modifiers from L. Namely, one can consider a table with modifiers from L a lattice-valued context and the structures which result this way are called the lattice-valued concept lattices and its related theories have been studied in our previous work [7] [8] [9] [10] . The key point different from the general fuzzy concept lattices is that the range of values achieved directly by the lattice-valued concept lattice is not a unit interval [0,1] but a complete lattice structure, on which both incomparability and fuzzy information can be dealt with very well.
Whether the classical and fuzzy concept lattices or the lattice-valued concept lattices, the prerequisite for their applications is to construct the appropriate structures.
In the practical construction process, it is inevitable to perform the complex calculations, so that the high requirements put forward for precision and real time.
Especially for a large scale formal context, the present algorithms of constructing concept lattices can not effectively decrease the time complexity. Under such situation, more and more researchers tend to use parallel and distributed store techniques to build the concept lattice, whose idea is to firstly decompose the formal context into many sub-contexts and construct the corresponding sub-lattices, then obtain the final concept lattice by combining these sub-lattices, i.e., the decomposition and combination operations on concept lattices. Through the decomposition operation, the formal context can be transformed from the more complex into relatively simpler, which can reduce the computation steps and improve the speed of construction; and through the combination operation, the finally complete concept lattice can be easily obtained by combining these simpler sub-lattices. As the core content about the combination algorithms, many horizontal combination algorithms and vertical combination algorithms of classical concept lattices have emerged [11] [12] [13] , which indeed improved the construction efficiency. However, the above on combination operations are not involved to the fuzzy concept lattice, the major reason is that, for quite a long time, people are used to transforming the fuzzy concept lattice into the classical concept lattice through the threshold values [14] designed for solving fuzzy problems, which limits the development of the fuzzy concept lattice. And due to the fact that the lattice-valued concept lattice has mathematical properties, it is inevitable to research the combination algorithms of multiple lattice-valued concept lattices, which is an effectively basic approach for researching the distributed computation and parallel processing of the lattice-valued concept lattice. This paper presents a combination algorithm of multiple lattice-valued concept lattices according to the conjunction properties among attribute values derived from the lattice implication algebra. In Section 2, an overview of the classical concept lattice and the lattice implication algebra is given. In Section 3, the related works of the lattice-valued concept lattice are briefly summarized. The definitions of homotypic lattice-valued context and homotypic lattice-valued concept lattice are proposed in Section 4. The combined context and the combined concept lattice are defined. In order to merge the needs for combining the multiple lattice-valued concept lattices, we discuss the relationship between the different formal concepts generated respectively from the same and the different formal contexts in detail. In addition, the important conclusion is obtained: the lattice-valued concept lattice derived from the combination of multiple formal sub-contexts is proved isomorphic to the combination of multiple lattice-valued sub-lattices derived from these formal sub-contexts. 
Concept lattice and lattice implication algebra
In this section, we briefly review the classical concept lattices and the lattice implication algebra which are the foundations of the lattice-valued concept lattice. Definition 2.1 ( [15] ) A partial ordered set is a set in which a binary relation is defined, which satisfies the following conditions: for any 
∈ , the following conditions hold:
is called a lattice implication algebra.
be a partial ordered set depicted as Fig.2 , the operations and ∨ are defined as:
and is defined as Table 2 , and ' is defined as:
is a lattice implication algebra. devoted to the discussion of relations between lattice implication algebra and the other algebras.
L θ * is a bounded commutative BCK-algebra
be a lattice implication algebra, define operations , + and * ⋅ on as follows: for any
MV -algebra, define a binary operation and a unary operation on as follows: for any
is a lattice implication algebra.
Lattice-valued concept lattice
Main theorem of L-concept lattice has two versions, the first one deals with the ordinary partial order on formal concepts. The second one deals with a fuzzy order on formal concepts. The L-Fuzzy concept theory has developed in [18, 19] , which selects a support set of some structure Let be a non-empty set of object and
Denote the set of all the -fuzzy subsets on as ,
then is a partial ordered set. Denote the set of all the -fuzzy subsets on According to [20] [21] [22] , we can give the following theorem. The form of the two mappings in Theorem 3.1 is the same with the one in [20] [21] [22] , but the operators are derived from the lattice implication algebra, which is not the same.
formal context, be an n-ary lattice implication algebra, , are two mappings between and
f h is a Galois connection based on the lattice implication algebra.
Proof. For any
f h is a Galois connection based on the lattice implication algebra. For the linguistic values in Table 3 , we denote: Table 3 can be written as the following (1) 1
Proof.
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, firstly, by (1) and (2)
can be proved similarly.
A combination algorithm of multiple lattice-valued concept lattices
Concept lattice provide a theoretical framework for the design and discovery of concept hierarchies from relational information systems and the structure of every concept lattice is corresponding one by one with its formal context, so the distributed treatment of concept lattices certainly relates to some operations such as the decomposition and combination of formal context. 
Theoretical foundation for the combination operation
is said to be more than , denoted as , if
is said to be incomparable with , denoted 
Theorem 4.2 Let ( , , , )
n K G M L I = be a lattice-valued formal context, and the lattice-valued concept
Proof. ( )
by Theorem 4.1, and ( )
(1) is said to be homotypicly equal to (1) and (2) of Definition 4.6, we will get the conclusion:
, if
are the lattice-valued homotypic concept lattices.
is said to be a combined concept lattice of and , denoted by , if
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(1) is said to be the intent updating fuzzy concept of and , if
is said to be the newly added fuzzy concept of and , if and .
be lattice-valued homotypic formal contexts.
, are the lattice-valued homotypic concept lattices. Then .
Proof. 
Therefore, . 
On the other hand, if and
, are the lattice-valued homotypic concept lattices. Then
Algorithm description and analysis
The basic idea of this combination algorithm is to construct the formal concepts of every simple lattice-valued concept lattice and combine them according to the combination operation definition.
Algorithm:
A combination algorithm of lattice-valued concept lattice Calculate the formal concepts of ( , )
It is obvious that . Hence . 
Hence, the formal concepts of Table 4 can be computed by Table 5 and Table 6 .
The formal concepts of Table 5 
Conclusions
For realizing the distributed computation and parallel processing of the lattice-valued fuzzy concept lattice, it is inevitable to research its combination algorithms. As the one of combination algorithms, this paper proposed a conjunction algorithm of multiple lattice-valued fuzzy concept lattices, which not only provides an effective method for constructing lattice-valued fuzzy concept lattice but also makes an important progress toward concepts; successively, we gave some theorems to prove the isomorphism of conjunction theory and presented the conjunction algorithm of the lattice-valued fuzzy concept lattice. Obviously, before combining these simple lattice-valued fuzzy concept lattices, we should provide an appropriate decomposition method of the complex one, which will be our future research work.
